
Tower of PISA

Standards Addressed

1. The Standards for Mathematical Practice, especially: 1. Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them and 2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

2. 8.G.B.5: Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right
triangles in real-world and mathematical problems in two and three dimensions.

3. G.SRT.B.5 & M2G.SRT.B.5: Use congruence and similarity criteria for triangles to solve
problems and to justify relationships in geometric figures. (Also B.G.SRT.)

Before conducting the activity

1. Reproduce the two work sheets (“Seeing the Tower” and “How Far?”).

2. Think through the solution you would like your students to discover to the second work
sheet. In pre-algebra classes, you might expect students to draw the picture and estimate
the distances with the ruler (which is scaled to match the tower’s inscribed radius). In
Algebra I, using the Pythagorean Theorem and similar triangles, students can calculate
the distance both exactly (symbolically) and then approximately numerically. Late in in
Algebra II (or in precalculus), you students can use trigonometry.

3. Review the necessary material with your students (depends on your chosen approach:
similar triangles, Pythagorean Theorem, trigonometry definitions?)

Conducting the Activity

1. Give each student a copy of the page titles “Seeing the Tower” and have them complete
the activity.

2. Have the students compare answers in groups and then ask the groups to explain how to
solve this problem. (Their answer should include extending the sides into lines.)

3. Have the students work in groups on the activity title “How Far?” Before they start,
make sure they understand what is being asked. I would limit my explanation and
examples to points outside of the octagonal tower—let them think of being inside the
tower on their own. (More detailed suggestions are in the Teacher’s Guide.)

4. As a class, compare both the groups answers and their methods of solution.

Variations
You could alter the number of sides of the regular n-gon tower. Both n = 3 and n = 4 are
very easy and require very little math. The case n = 6 is a little easier than the case n = 8
presented here. However, n = 5, n = 7 and n = 9 are quite difficult and (essential) require
trigonometry or just using a ruler to estimate distances.

Extension

Use circular arcs to define your tower.

Chris K. Caldwell, UT Martin, CC BY-SA 3.0
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Seeing the Tower∗ (PISA Exam 2012)

In Figures 1 and 2 below, you see two drawings of the same tower. In Figure 1 you see three faces
of the roof of the tower. In Figure 2 you see four faces. In the following diagram, the view of the
roof of the tower, from above, is shown. Five positions are shown on the diagram. Each is marked
with a cross (×) and they are labeled P1–P5.

Figure 1 Figure 2

From each of these positions, a person viewing the tower would be able to see a number of faces of
the roof of the tower.

In the table below, circle the number of faces that could be seen from each of these positions.

Position Number of faces that could be seen
(circle the correct number)

P1 1 2 3 4 more than 4
P2 1 2 3 4 more than 4
P3 1 2 3 4 more than 4
P4 1 2 3 4 more than 4
P5 1 2 3 4 more than 4

∗Source https://nces.ed.gov/surveys/pisa/pdf/items2_math2012.pdf June 2016.

https://nces.ed.gov/surveys/pisa/pdf/items2_math2012.pdf


How Far?

What is the closest that you can be to the center
of the tower and see exactly 1 side? exactly 2
sides? exactly 3 sides? . . .

What are the furthest that you can be from the
center and see exactly 1 side? 2 sides? 3 sides?. . .

Fill our the chart on the right with your answers
and be ready to explain your group’s solutions to
the class.

Look at the scale in the drawing (especially where
1 unit is) and write the answers in term of the
distance x units.

sides closest furthest
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Teacher’s Guide

Seeing the Tower

The correct answers are 4, 3, 1, 2, 2 respectively. It is unlikely a student will get them all correct
without understanding the method. It is also unlikely that they will all see the method on their own.
Let the students persevere for awhile, then ask them “pick a side of the tower, where must you be
standing to see that side?” (Answer: if you extend that side into a line, you must be standing on
the side of the line opposite of the tower.) If this is not a suffice hint, then discuss person P3 or P5,
ask what sides of the tower they can see and why..

×
P3

×P5

How Far?

Once the student groups have worked on this problem for awhile (recall that making sense of
problems and persevering in solving them is the first, and perhaps most important, of the standards
for mathematical practice–so always model and encourage persistence). Finding x exactly is usually

done with the half angle formula for cosine (x = cos 22.5◦ which is exactly (
√
2 +
√
2)/2 and

approximately 0.9239). However it is both sufficient and pedagogically advantageous to just call it
x for now. The heart of algebra is the abstraction involved in manipulating x.

Once they have struggled enough, pause their work and work through the case of one side with
them. The closet we can be and see exactly one side is clearly x units (because any closer
and we are in the tower). To find the furthest we can be away, extend two sides as follows (and call
the longest distance y).

• x

x

•

x

y

x

4



The class should easily see the furthest away one can be and see exactly one side is y =
√
2x

units. We have completed the first row (and about 40% of the work).

Again let the class stew on seeing exactly two sides. They should be able to draw an appropriate
region by extending two sides as shaded below. Now the closest you can be and see exactly two sides
can be found with very little thought (it is the radius o the circumscribed circle). (The closest
you could see exactly two sides is 1 unit!) so don’t give that information to them directly
(stick with hints even when giving the answer is so much easier).

• 1

Call the furthest distance for seeing two sides z. Notice we have two similar right triangles,
the one inside the octagon with hypotenuse 1, side x and therefore side

√
1− x2; and the one with

hypotenuse z and vertical side x (the other side labelled ’?’ is actually x+ y).

• x
√
1− x2

1

• ?

x
z

This give the equal ratios
z

x
=

1√
1− x2

,

so the furthest away that you could see exactly two sides is z =
x√

1− x2
≈ 3.414.

We have now completed just the first two rows of the table (and over 90% of the work), but the
rest are so easy that no more calculations (and letters) are needed. Here is what the complete table
will look like.

sides closest furthest

1 x y
2 1 z
3 y infinity
4 z infinity

5,6,7 not possible not possible
8 0 1
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In this table x = cos 22.5◦ ≈ 0.9239, y =
√
2x ≈ 1.3066, and z =

x√
1− x2

≈ 2.4142. (You might

guess from the approximation that z = 1 +
√
2 and you would be correct!)

Now just look at the complete picture and you can see the rest of the entries in the table came
from.
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Bonus: A way to find x

I would skip this part in almost all classes,
but wanted to point out the figure with the triangle
that we used to find z (slightly altered) also allows
us to solve for x. First notice the horizontal side
of the triangle labelled ‘?’ actually has length
x+ y = (1 +

√
2)x.

• •

x
z

xy

y

By the Pythagorean Theorem, z2 = x2+(1+
√
2)2x2 = (4+2

√
2)x2. Earlier we saw z =

x√
1− x2

,

so we can equate two formulas for z2.

z2 =
x2

1− x2
= (4 + 2

√
2)x2.

Divide the right equality by x2 and invert to get

1− x2 =
1

4 + 2
√
2
,
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so

x2 = 1− 1

4 + 2
√
2
=

3 + 2
√
2

4 + 2
√
2
.

The denominator of this last fraction is 2(2 +
√
2) and the numerator is 1

2(2 +
√
2)2 (just multiply it

out an see!), so we get

x2 =
1
2(2 +

√
2)2

2(2 +
√
2)

=
2 +
√
2

4

and finally x =

√
2 +
√
2

2
as advertised earlier (but without trigonometry and a half-angle formula).
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% Regular polygons
\documentclass[11pt]{article}
\usepackage{fullpage}
\usepackage{tikz} %,pgfplots}
\usetikzlibrary{arrows}
%\usepackage{xcolor}

%\pgfplotsset{compat=1.13}

\usepackage[source]{embedall}	%  The source will be attached to the pdf

% For the screen reader (disable ligatures Adobe Reader does not know)
\usepackage{microtype}
\DisableLigatures[b,e,g,f,i,j,l,m,n,o,u]{encoding = *, family = * }
\usepackage{ragged2e}

\usepackage[bookmarks]{hyperref}
\hypersetup{  % doc info for pdf so almost passes Adobe Pro accessibility test
% to even pass the Adobe Reader quick test, need to open in pro and at least auto-tag
% real tagging of heading levels is required to pass the full pro test
  pdftitle      = {Tower of PISA},
  pdfsubject    = {University of Tennessee at Martin},
  pdfauthor     = {Chris Caldwell, UT Martin},
  pdfcreator    = {LaTeX with hyperref package},
  pdflang       = {English},
  pdfdisplaydoctitle = {True},
 }


\newcommand{\be}{\begin{enumerate}}
\newcommand{\ee}{\end{enumerate}}
\newcommand{\rr}[1]{\textcolor{red}{#1}}

\newcommand{\tabtop}{\rule{0pt}{2.6ex}}
\newcommand{\tabbot}{\rule[-1.2ex]{0pt}{0pt}}

\tikzset{
	ruler from/.initial=0,
	ruler to/.initial=10,
	ruler steps/.initial=10,
	ruler step semi/.initial=5,
	every ruler picture x/.style={x=1cm},
	% presets
	ruler/.is choice,
	ruler/cm/.style={
		every ruler picture x/.style={x=1cm},
		ruler steps=10,
		ruler step semi=5},
	ruler/in/.style={
		every ruler picture x/.style={x=1in},
		ruler steps=8,
		ruler step semi=4}}
\makeatletter
\newcommand\Ruler[1][]{%
	\begin{tikzpicture}[line cap=rect, every ruler picture x, #1,scale=4]
	\pgfmathtruncatemacro\ruler@steps{\pgfkeysvalueof{/tikz/ruler steps}}
	\pgfmathtruncatemacro\ruler@steps@semi{\pgfkeysvalueof{/tikz/ruler step semi}}
	\pgfmathtruncatemacro\ruler@Start
	{floor((\pgfkeysvalueof{/tikz/ruler from})*\ruler@steps)}
	\pgfmathtruncatemacro\ruler@End{ceil((\pgfkeysvalueof{/tikz/ruler to})*\ruler@steps)}
	\draw (\ruler@Start/\ruler@steps,0) -- (\ruler@End/\ruler@steps,0);
	\foreach \ruler@Cnt[
	evaluate={\ruler@CntMod=int(Mod(\ruler@Cnt,\ruler@steps))},
	evaluate={\ruler@CntModLength=
		ifthenelse(\ruler@CntMod==0, 9,
		ifthenelse(\ruler@CntMod==\ruler@steps@semi, 6, 3))}
	] in {\ruler@Start,...,\ruler@End}
	\draw (\ruler@Cnt/\ruler@steps,0) -- ++(up:\ruler@CntModLength pt)
	\ifnum\ruler@CntMod=0
	node[above, text depth=+2pt, inner sep=+0pt]
	{$\pgfmathprint{int(\ruler@Cnt/\ruler@steps)}$}
	\fi;
	\end{tikzpicture}\ignorespaces}



\begin{document}
\thispagestyle{empty}
\enlargethispage{2\baselineskip}
\begin{center}{\Large Tower of PISA}\end{center}%
\vfill

\begin{description}
  \item[Standards Addressed]~
    \be
        \item The Standards for Mathematical Practice, especially:
        \textbf{1.~\underline{Make sense of problems and} \underline{persevere in solving them}} and 2.~Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
        \item 8.G.B.5: Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-world and mathematical problems in two and three dimensions.
        \item G.SRT.B.5 \& M2G.SRT.B.5: Use congruence and similarity criteria for triangles to solve problems and to justify relationships in geometric figures. (Also B.G.SRT.)
     \ee

  \item[Before conducting the activity]~
    \be
        \item Reproduce the two work sheets (``Seeing the Tower'' and ``How Far?'').
        \item Think through the solution you would like your students to discover to the second work sheet.  In pre-algebra classes, you might expect students to draw the picture and estimate the distances with the ruler (which is scaled to match the tower's inscribed radius).  In Algebra I, using the Pythagorean Theorem and similar triangles, students can calculate the distance both exactly (symbolically) and then approximately numerically.  Late in in Algebra II (or in precalculus), you students can use trigonometry.
        \item Review the necessary material with your students (depends on your chosen approach: similar triangles, Pythagorean Theorem, trigonometry definitions?)
    \ee
  \item[Conducting the Activity]~
    \be
        \item Give each student a copy of the page titles ``Seeing the Tower'' and have them complete the activity.
        \item Have the students compare answers in groups and then ask the groups to explain how to solve this problem.  (Their answer should include extending the sides into lines.)
        \item Have the students work in groups on the activity title ``How Far?''  Before they start, make sure they understand what is being asked. I would limit my explanation and examples to points outside of the octagonal tower---let them think of being inside the tower on their own.  (More detailed suggestions are in the Teacher's Guide.)
        \item As a class, compare both the groups answers and their methods of solution.
    \ee
  \item[Variations]\mbox{} \\ You could alter the number of sides of the regular $n$-gon tower.  Both $n=3$ and $n=4$ are very easy and require very little math.  The case $n=6$ is a little easier than the case $n=8$ presented here.  However, $n=5$, $n=7$ and $n=9$ are quite difficult and (essential) require trigonometry or just using a ruler to estimate distances.

  \item[Extension] ~\vskip-1em

   \begin{minipage}{0.4\linewidth}
        Use circular arcs to define your tower.
   \end{minipage}
        \hfill\begin{minipage}{0.55\linewidth}
           \begin{tikzpicture}[scale=0.6]
				\draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black,fill=blue!15] (0:2) \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,6} { to[bend left=20] (\x*60:2) };
				\begin{scope}[xshift=5cm,scale=0.85] \draw [very thick,color=red!70!black,fill=red!15] (0:2) \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,6} { to[bend right=60] (\x*60:2) }; \end{scope}
				\begin{scope}[xshift=10cm] \draw [very thick,color=green!50!black,fill=green!15] (0:2) \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,6} { to[bend left=65] (\x*60:2) }; \end{scope}
          \end{tikzpicture}
        \end{minipage}\hfill
\end{description}
\vfill\hfill {\scriptsize Chris K.~Caldwell, \href{http://www.utm.edu/math}{UT Martin}, \href{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/}{CC BY-SA 3.0}}
\eject

\section*{Seeing the Tower$^*$\hfill\textcolor{black!20}{(PISA Exam 2012)}}
\thispagestyle{empty}
In Figures 1 and 2 below, you see two drawings of the same tower. In Figure 1 you see three faces of the roof of the tower. In Figure 2 you see four faces. In the following diagram, the view of the roof of the tower, from above, is shown. Five positions are shown on the diagram. Each is marked with a cross ($\times$) and they are labeled P1--P5.
\begin{center}
	\begin{tabular}{ccc}
		Figure 1 & \qquad & Figure 2 \\
		\includegraphics[width=0.3\linewidth]{images/tower1} & \qquad &  \includegraphics[width=0.3\linewidth]{images/tower2} \\
	\end{tabular}\vskip1em
\end{center}
From each of these positions, a person viewing the tower would be able to see a number of faces of the roof of the tower.\vspace*{-1em}
\begin{center}
	\includegraphics[width=0.65\linewidth]{images/tower3}
\end{center}
In the table below, circle the number of faces that could be seen from each of these positions.\vfill
\begin{center}
	\begin{tabular}{c|cccccc}
		Position & \multicolumn{5}{c}{Number of faces that could be seen}  \\
		& \multicolumn{5}{c}{(circle the correct number)}  \\
		\hline
		\tabtop
		P1 & \quad 1 \quad & \quad 2 \quad & \quad 3 \quad & \quad 4 & more than 4 \\
		P2 & \quad 1 \quad & \quad 2 \quad & \quad 3 \quad & \quad 4 & more than 4 \\
		P3 & \quad 1 \quad & \quad 2 \quad & \quad 3 \quad & \quad 4 & more than 4 \\
		P4 & \quad 1 \quad & \quad 2 \quad & \quad 3 \quad & \quad 4 & more than 4 \\
		P5 & \quad 1 \quad & \quad 2 \quad & \quad 3 \quad & \quad 4 & more than 4
	\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\enlargethispage{2\baselineskip}
\vfill \hfill {\scriptsize $^*$Source \url{https://nces.ed.gov/surveys/pisa/pdf/items2_math2012.pdf} June 2016.}
\eject

\section*{How Far?}
\thispagestyle{empty}
\enlargethispage{2\baselineskip}

\begin{minipage}[t]{0.5\linewidth}
\vspace{0pt}What is the closest that you can be to the center of the tower and see exactly 1 side? exactly 2 sides? exactly 3 sides? \ldots  \vskip1ex

What are the furthest that you can be from the center and see exactly 1 side?  2 sides? 3 sides?\ldots    \vskip1ex

Fill our the chart on the right with your answers and be ready to explain your group's solutions to the class.\vskip1ex

Look at the scale in the drawing (especially where 1 unit is) and write the answers in term of the distance $x$ units.
\end{minipage}%
\begin{minipage}[t]{0.5\linewidth}
\vspace{-5em}\begin{center}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.8}
	\begin{tabular}{ccc}
		sides & closest & furthest \\
		\hline
		\tabtop
		1 & & \\
		2 & & \\
		3 & & \\
		4 & & \\
		5 & & \\
		6 & & \\
		7 & not possible & not possible \\
		8 & & 	
	\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\end{minipage}

\vfill

\def\D{1.8478} % 2 cos 22.5
	\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=2]
		\node at (0,0) {\textbullet};
		\begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
			\draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:2)
		 		\foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:2) };
            \draw[dashed] (0,0)--(2,0) node[above,midway] {\large 1};
		\end{scope}
        \draw[dashed] (0,0)--(\D,0) node[below,midway] {\large $x$};
        \draw (\D,0.2) -- (\D-0.2,0.2)--(\D-0.2,0);
	\end{tikzpicture}
\vfill
\noindent\Ruler[ruler to=4]
\eject






\section*{Teacher's Guide}
\subsection*{Seeing the Tower}
The correct answers are 4, 3, 1, 2, 2 respectively.  It is unlikely a student will get them all correct without understanding the method.  It is also unlikely that they will all see the method on their own.  Let the students persevere for awhile, then ask them ``pick a side of the tower, where must you be standing to see that side?'' (Answer: if you extend that side into a line, you must be standing on the side of the line opposite of the tower.)  If this is not a suffice hint, then discuss person P3 or P5, ask what sides of the tower they can see and why..
\def\D{1.8478} % 2 cos 22.5
\begin{center}
  \begin{tabular}{ccc}
	\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=0.9]
	  \draw[thick,dashed] (3,\D)--(-3,\D);
	  \draw[thick,dashed] (-\D,-2.5)--(-\D,3);
	  \node at (135:2.2) {\Large $\times$};
	  \node at (125:2.6) {P3};
	  \begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
	    \draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:2)
	      \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:2) };
	  \end{scope}
	\end{tikzpicture}
    & \hspace*{0.3cm} &
	\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=0.9]
	  \begin{scope}[rotate=45]
	    \draw[thick,dashed] (\D,2.5)--(\D,-5);
	  \end{scope}
	  \draw[thick,dashed] (-2.5,-\D)--(5,-\D);
		
	  \node at (-22.5:3) {\Large $\times$};
	  \node at (-17.5:2.6) {P5};
		
	  \begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
		\draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:2)
		\foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:2) };
	  \end{scope}
	\end{tikzpicture}
  \end{tabular}
\end{center}
\vspace*{-1em}

\subsection*{How Far?}

Once the student groups have worked on this problem for awhile (recall that making sense of problems and persevering in solving them is the first, and perhaps most important, of the standards for mathematical practice--so always model and encourage persistence).  Finding $x$ exactly is usually done with the half angle formula for cosine ($x = \cos 22.5^\circ$ which is exactly $(\sqrt{2+\sqrt{2}})/2$ and approximately 0.9239). However it is both sufficient and pedagogically advantageous to just call it $x$ for now.  The heart of algebra is the abstraction involved in manipulating $x$.\vskip1em

Once they have struggled enough, pause their work and work through the case of one side with them.  \textbf{The closet we can be and see exactly one side is clearly $x$ units} (because any closer and we are in the tower).  To find the furthest we can be away, extend two sides as follows (and call the longest distance $y$).\vspace*{-1em}

%\def\D{1.8478} % 2 cos 22.5
\def\E{2.6131} % 2 sqrt(2) cos 22.5
\begin{center}
	\begin{tabular}{ccc}
	\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=0.9]
		\node at (0,0) {\textbullet};
		\begin{scope}[rotate=45]
			\draw[thick,dashed] (\D,2.5)--(\D,-3);
		\end{scope}
		\begin{scope}[rotate=-45]
			\draw[thick,dashed] (\D,3)--(\D,-2.5);
		\end{scope}
	    \draw[fill=red!20]  (22.5:2) -- (-22.5:2) -- (0:\E) -- cycle;
	
		\begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
			\draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:2)
				\foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:2) };
		\end{scope}

        \draw [thin,dashed,arrows ={angle 90-angle 90}] (0:0.15) -- ++(0:0.9*\D) node[above,midway] {$x$};
        \draw [color=black!40,thin,dashed,arrows ={angle 90-angle 90}] (45:0.15) -- ++(45:0.9*\D) node[above,midway] {$x$};

	\end{tikzpicture}
    & \hspace*{1cm} &
	\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=0.9]
		\node at (0,0) {\textbullet};
	\begin{scope}[rotate=45]
	\draw[thick,dashed] (\D,2.5)--(\D,-3);
	\end{scope}
	\begin{scope}[rotate=-45]
	\draw[thick,dashed] (\D,3)--(\D,-2.5);
	\end{scope}
	
	\begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
	\draw [thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:2)
	\foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:2) };
	\end{scope}

    \draw[ultra thick,blue,fill=blue!20]  (45:\D) -- (\E,0) node[above right,midway] {\large $x$} -- (0,0) node[below,midway] {\large $y$}  -- cycle node[above left,midway] {\large $x$} ;
	\end{tikzpicture}
  \end{tabular}
\end{center}

\vspace*{-1em} \noindent The class should easily see \textbf{the furthest away one can be and see exactly one side is $y = \sqrt{2}x$ units.}  We have completed the first row (and about 40\% of the work).\vskip1ex
%

Again let the class stew on seeing exactly two sides.  They should be able to draw an appropriate region by extending two sides as shaded below. Now the closest you can be and see exactly two sides can be found with very little thought (it is the radius o the circumscribed circle). (\textbf{The closest you could see exactly two sides is 1 unit!}) so don't give that information to them directly (stick with hints even when giving the answer is so much easier).\vspace*{-1em}

\def\D{0.9239} % cos 22.5
\def\E{1.3066} % sqrt(2) cos 22.5
\def\F{2.4142} % 1+ sqrt(2)

\begin{center}
	\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=1.6]
		\node at (0,0) {\textbullet};
		\draw[fill=green!20]  (-22.5:1) -- (0:\E) -- (-22.5:\F)-- (-45:\E) -- cycle;
		\begin{scope}[rotate=-45]
    		\draw[dashed] (\D,1.5)--(\D,-1.25);
		\end{scope}
		\begin{scope}[rotate=45]
    		\draw[thick,dashed] (\D,1.25)--(\D,-2.5);
		\end{scope}
		\draw[thick,dashed] (-1.25,-\D)--(2.5,-\D);
		\draw[dashed] (\D,-1.25)--(\D,1.25);
		\begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
    		\draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:1)
	       	\foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:1) };
		\end{scope}
        \draw [thin,arrows ={angle 90-angle 90}] (-22.5:0.1) -- ++(-22.5:0.8) node[above,midway] {1};
	\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}\vskip-1em

Call the furthest distance for seeing two sides $z$. Notice we have two similar right triangles, the one inside the octagon with hypotenuse 1, side $x$ and therefore side $\sqrt{1-x^2}$; and the one with hypotenuse $z$ and vertical side $x$ (the other side labelled '?' is actually $x+y$).

\begin{center}
    \begin{tabular}{ccc}
		\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=1.6]
    		\draw[color=white,fill=green!15]  (-22.5:1) -- (0:\E) -- (-22.5:\F)-- (-45:\E) -- cycle;
    		\node at (0,0) {\textbullet};
	       	\begin{scope}[rotate=45]
		      \draw[thick,dashed,color=black!40] (\D,0.3827)--(\D,-2.5);
	       	\end{scope}
		    \draw[thick,dashed,color=black!40] (0.3827,-\D)--(2.5,-\D);
		    \begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
		      \draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:1)
		      \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:1) };
		    \end{scope}
    		\draw[fill=red!5,thick]  (0,0) -- (\D,0) node[above,midway] {$x$} -- ++(-90:0.3827) node[right,midway] {$\sqrt{1-x^2}$} -- ++(180-22.5:1) node[below,midway] {$1$};
		\end{tikzpicture}

        & \qquad &

		\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=1.6]
		  \node at (0,0) {\textbullet};
		  \draw[fill=blue!5,thick]  (0,0) -- (\E+\D,0) node[above,midway] {$\quad ?$} -- ++(-90:\D) node[right,midway] {$x$} -- ++(180-22.5:\F) node[below,midway] {$z$};
		  \begin{scope}[rotate=45]
		      \draw[thick,dashed,color=black!40] (\D,0.3827)--(\D,-2.5);
		  \end{scope}
		  \draw[thick,dashed,color=black!40] (0.3827,-\D)--(2.5,-\D);
		  \begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
		      \draw [very thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:1)
		          \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:1) };
		  \end{scope}
		\end{tikzpicture}
    \end{tabular}
\end{center}\vspace*{-1em}

\noindent This give the equal ratios $$\frac{z}{x} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1-x^2}},$$ so \textbf{the furthest away that you could see exactly two sides is $z=\displaystyle\frac{x}{\sqrt{1-x^2}} \approx 3.414$.}

    We have now completed just the first two rows of the table (and over 90\% of the work), but the rest are so easy that no more calculations (and letters) are needed.
Here is what the complete table will look like.

\begin{center}
	\begin{tabular}{ccc}
		sides & closest & furthest \\
		\hline
		\tabtop
		1 & $x$ & $y$ \\
		2 & 1 & $z$ \\
		3 & $y$ & infinity \\
		4 & $z$ & infinity \\
		5,6,7 & not possible & not possible \\
		8 & 0 & 1 	
	\end{tabular}
\end{center}
\noindent In this table $x=\cos 22.5^\circ \approx 0.9239$, $y = \sqrt{2}\,x \approx 1.3066$, and $z=\displaystyle\frac{x}{\sqrt{1-x^2}} \approx 2.4142$.  (You might guess from the approximation that $z=1+\sqrt{2}$ and you would be correct!)\vskip1em

Now just look at the complete picture and you can see the rest of the entries in the table came from.
\begin{center}
{ \large
	\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=1.4]
    \clip(-4,-3.5) rectangle (4,3.5);

    \foreach \x in {0,45,90,-45} {
		\begin{scope}[rotate=\x]
		  \draw[fill=red!50!yellow, fill opacity=0.5] (-6,-\D)--(6,-\D) -- (6,\D)--(-6,\D) -- cycle;
		\end{scope}
    };

    \foreach \x in {1,2,...,8} {
		\begin{scope}[rotate=\x*45]
    	   \draw[fill=blue!25]  (-22.5:1) -- (0:\E) -- (22.5:1) -- cycle;
    	   \draw[fill=red!10]  (-22.5:1) -- (0:\E) -- (-22.5:\F)-- (-45:\E) -- cycle;
            \node at (0:1.07) {\textbf{1}};
            \node at (-22.5:1.5) {\textbf{2}};
            \node at (0:2.25) {\textbf{3}};
            \node at (22.5:3.25) {\textbf{4}};
		\end{scope}
    };

		  \begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
		      \draw [line width=4pt,color=blue,fill=white] (0:1)
		          \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:1) };
		  \end{scope}
		\node at (0,0) {\textbf{8}};

	\end{tikzpicture}
}
\end{center}

\section*{Bonus: A way to find $x$}

\begin{minipage}{.50\linewidth}
    \textbf{I would skip this part in almost all classes}, but wanted to point out the figure with the triangle that we used to find $z$ (slightly altered) also allows us to solve for $x$.  First notice the horizontal side of the triangle labelled `?' actually has length $x+y = (1+\sqrt{2})x$.
\end{minipage}%
\begin{minipage}{.50\linewidth}
   \vspace*{-4em}\hfill
		\begin{tikzpicture}[scale=2]
		  \node at (0,0) {\textbullet};
		  \node at (\E,0) {\textbullet};
		  \draw[fill=blue!5,thick]  (0,0) -- (\E+\D,0) node[above,midway] {$\quad$} -- ++(-90:\D) node[right,midway] {$x$} -- ++(180-22.5:\F) node[below,midway] {$z$};
		  \begin{scope}[rotate=45]
		      \draw[thick,dashed,color=black!40] (\D,0.3827)--(\D,-2.5);
		  \end{scope}
		  \begin{scope}[rotate=-45]
		      \draw[thick,dashed,color=black!40] (\D,0.3827)--(\D,2.5);
		  \end{scope}
		  \draw[thick,dashed,color=black!40] (0.3827,-\D)--(2.5,-\D);
		  \begin{scope}[rotate=22.5]
		      \draw [thick,color=blue!50!black] (0:1)
		          \foreach \x in {0,1,2,...,8} { -- (\x*45:1) };
		  \end{scope}

          \draw[fill opacity=0.4] (\E,0) -- (\D+\E,0) node[above,midway] {$x$};
          \draw[fill=red,fill opacity=0.4] (0,0) -- (\E,0) node[above,midway] {$y$} -- (\D+\E,-\D) node[above,midway] {$y$} -- cycle;
		\end{tikzpicture}
\end{minipage}


By the Pythagorean Theorem, $z^2 = x^2+(1+\sqrt{2})^2x^2 = (4+2\sqrt{2})x^2.$  Earlier we saw $z=\displaystyle\frac{x}{\sqrt{1-x^2}},$ so we can equate two formulas for $z^2.$
$$z^2 = \frac{x^2}{1-x^2} = (4+2\sqrt{2})x^2.$$  Divide the right equality by $x^2$ and invert to get $$1-x^2 = \frac{1}{4+2\sqrt{2}},$$ so $$x^2 = 1-\frac{1}{4+2\sqrt{2}} = \frac{3+2\sqrt{2}}{4+2\sqrt{2}}.$$  The denominator of this last fraction is $2(2+\sqrt{2})$ and the numerator is $\frac{1}{2}(2+\sqrt{2})^2$ (just multiply it out an see!), so we get $$x^2=\frac{\frac{1}{2}(2+\sqrt{2})^2}{2(2+\sqrt{2})} = \frac{2+\sqrt{2}}{4}$$ and finally $x=\displaystyle\frac{\sqrt{2+\sqrt{2}}}{2}$ as advertised earlier (but without trigonometry and a half-angle formula).
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